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Subject to changes

44PATC3ANS Natural brushed aluminium

PA refers to the front plate type only.

System 44 is a modular system providing multiple options of control, style and finish. You will need to specify the mounting
frame, touch control and front plate + any other features that are required when ordering.

ALLUMIA Touch is born from the combination of glass and aluminium Ave Touch controls: a sophisticated union between
technology anddesign. During the night youcan always identify the lightcommand thanks toits delicate LED light. Markedby
clear absoluteblack glass, these platesare elegantpieces ofcontemporary furniture.

AVE offers a range of automation products aimed at the hotel and residential home using proprietary protocols (described in
the technical catalogue) plus KNX protocol

Electronic multi-touch control - mono stable output-relay multiple points NO-contact 2A 230V~ Dry contact - controlled by
touching the frontal area of the finishing plate or frommultiple points with NO push buttons - mono stable, bi stable or timed
operating modalities, curtains with interlock with low consumption for identification in the darkness

Home and hotel automation devices with multi-touch configurable commands to control lighting, shutter and recall scenarios.
Visual and acoustic feedback command and viewing the status of the actuator: Light on / off, Shutter Open/ Close/
Move,etc. It is possibleto select the sensitivity of a deviceat the touch of the plate or, 4mm distancefrom it. Poweredby
homeautomation powersupply.
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Upto 2 “hidden”controls
44PATC22ALSNatural brushed aluminium
44PATC22ANS
Anthracite brushedaluminium

Upto 3 “hidden"controls
44PATC3ALSNaturalbrushed aluminium

44PATC3ANSAnthracite brushed aluminium
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Upto 4 “hidden"controls
44PATC4ALSNaturalbrushed aluminium
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Upto 7 “hidden"controls
44PATC7ALSNaturalbrushed aluminium

44PATC7ANSAnthracite brushed aluminium
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Upto 6 (3+3) "hidden"control
44PATC16ALS Natural brushed aluminium

44PATC16ANS Anthracite brushed aluminium
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